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Asymmetrical frequency modulation (AFM) as proposed by Palamin et al. (1988)
offers greater flexibility in the shaping of the spectra of synthesized waveforms as
compared to normal frequency-modulation (FM) synthesis. The feasibility of using
AFM synthesis for the real-time generation of waveforms of musical instruments is
demonstrated using a DSP56000 digital signal processor to implement the AFM algorithm.

tions of the first type Jn(I) as follows:
0 INTRODUCTION

cc

The discovery by Chowning in 1973 that frequency x(t) = A _ Jn(I) sin (toct+ ntOmt) . (2)
modulation (FM) could be applied to the synthesis of "=-cc
complex sounds was a major advance in musical sound
synthesis [1]. FM synthesis has since then proven to I ASYMMETRICAL SPECTRA FREQUENCY
be a powerful and flexible method of musical sound MODULATION
synthesis [2]-[5]. In the simplest FM synthesis mode,
the frequency of a sine wave (the carrier) is modulated Although the FM method is very powerful, the degree
by another sine wave (the modulator) to produce a to which the spectral envelope of a synthesized wave-
complex waveform whose spectral characteristics de- form can be modified is limited by the intrinsic envelope
pend on the characteristics of the two sine waves and of the symmetrical sidebands of the FM spectrum. Pala-
the degree of modulation, rain et al. have shown [7] that with a simple modification

The basic equation for FM is to Chowning's FM synthesis equation, it is possible
to introduce and control spectral sideband asymmetry

x(t) = A sin [tOct + I sin (toj)] (1) easily and thereby increase greatly the control of the
shape of the spectral envelope of the synthesized

where waveform.
The FM spectral equation, Eq. (2), may be expressed

A = maximum amplitude as follows:
mc = angular carrier frequency, = 2'rrf_, fc being

thecarrierfrequency
t.om ---- angular modulator frequency, = 2*rfm, fm x(t) = A _ Jn([) sin (ct + n13) . (3)

being the modulatorfrequency _=-cc

1 = modulation index where O_ct= a and tOmt-----[3 for convenience.
t -- time Palamin et al. introduce a new parameter which

When expressed in Fourier series form, it can be modifies the spectral amplitudes in Eq. (3) as follows:
seen that the amplitude is governed by the Bessel func- 0c

x(t) = A _ rnJn(I)sin (tx + n13), r _ 0 .

* Manuscript received 1992 September 24; revised 1993 n=-,_
February18. (4)
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Each harmonic with amplitude Jn(1) is to be multiplied 3 IMPLEMENTATION'
by rn. The Bessel functions decrease rapidly as their

order increases, thus ensuring that the spectrum con- We have implemented the ArM algorithm for real-
verges, time digital soundsynthesisusing a standard digital

signal processor (DSP) integrated circuit to demonstrate

2 SYNTHESIS ALGORITHM the feasibility of ArM in practical applications such
as keyboard synthesizers. With the Apple Macintosh

Palamin et al. derive the expression for the synthesis Iici as a host computer, we used the Digidesign Sound
of the modified FM waveform which can be expressed Accelerator Card, which had a Motorola DSP56000

thus: chip as its DSP.The DSP56000was used to generate
the required ArM waveform in real time by computing
two ArM operators. The sum of the two operators was

[_(!) )] converted by adigital-to-analog converter to an analogx(t) = A exp r - cos (00mt signal which could be amplified, monitored, and ana-
lyzed (Fig. 1).

The ArM program is separated into two parts: the
I control program for the Macintosh host computer written

x sin tOct + _ r + sin (tOmt) . (5) in C language [8] and the computation program for the
DSP56000 written in the DSP56000 assembly language.

The control program prepares the various parameters,
It should be noted that when r is set to 1.0, Eq. (5) tables, and envelope functions and also controls the

will be reduced to Chowning's simple FM, as expressed status of the DSP. The computation program, which
in Eq. (2). performsthe actualreal-timeArM synthesisby using

To simplify our discussion, let us call this modified the various parameters, tables, and envelope functions
FM synthesis technique asymmetrical frequency mod- stored in its memory, is written in DSP56000 assembly
ulation(ARM). language[61.

As can be seen in Eq. (5), the amplitude of the signal On the Macintosh Iici the function of the control

is amplitude modulated. Since r 2n + r -2n _> 2 for any program written in C is to load the ArM parameters,
r % 1 and any n % 0, the introduction of r in Eq. (3), constants, and tables which are required by the ArM
which becomes Eq. (4), increases the power in the algorithm into the DSP56000 memory on the Sound
spectrum. To normalize the signal with respect to the Accelerator Card ready for the DSP56000 to reference
power, each harmonic component of Eq. (4) should be them. The sine and exponential tables required for the
multiplied by the factor ArM computation are generated by the 68030 and

loaded into the predefined areas of the DSP56000

1 memory·Theexecutionof the DSP56000ArM program

N = V_j6 [l(r - l/r)] (6) is done via the control program, which is able to make
the DSP56000 execute its program, wait, or stop, as
desired.

where J_ represents the modified Bessel function of The DSP56000 assembly programming was written
the first kind and of order 0. in such a way that the key parameters of the ArM

Palamin et al. propose that the normalization can be synthesis algorithm could be changed at any point during
made simpler by including the logaritham of the nor- the synthesis ofa musical note soasto achieve adynamic
realization factor in the exponential amplitude term: spectrum. This was done by referring to the parameters

stored as a table in the data memory of the DSP56000.
If it was desired to change any of these parameter values,

{_(_) 1 ([ (_)]) the Macintoshcontrolprogramcouldalterthesepa-A r - cos tOmt - _ In J_ I r -

[ (_) ]} [_Apple ]Motorola Digital to Analog

] Macintosh II ci DSP56000

× sin (Oct + _ r + sin tOmt Host Computer Converter

1· I
= A X//j _ [l(r - I/r)] _ Jn(I)rn sin (0Oct+ nO_m/) FFT· Spectrum

-_ Analyzer

(7) Amplifier '}

Speaker [l YAMAHA SY-77
In this way the multiplication usually required for nor- Music Synthesizer
malization is converted into a computationally simpler
summation. Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of equipment.
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rameter values in the data memory of the DSP56000. real musical instrument and SY-77's stored waveforms,
We were unable to calculate the AFM spectrum nor- there are a series of unknown transitions due to the

realization factor in real time due to the fact that the microphones used by Yamaha and also the frequency
DSP56000 is an integer processor. This made the real- response of their amplifiers. We assume that these
time computation of the normalization factor which modifications to the original waveforms are negligible.
involves floating-point Bessel functions not possible. The instruments selected from the SY-77's banks were
An alternative method of dealing with the normalization the piano, pipe organ, soft saxophone, and harp.
factor would have been to precompute it and store it For each instrument the waveform for the A3 pitch
in a table of values. However, since the RAM memory (440.0 Hz) was analyzed, and its spectral characteristics
of the DSP56000 was used for storing the sine table, were determined using an FFT spectrum analyzer. We
exponential table, AFM parameter table, and amplitude tried to ascertain from the Yamaha SY-77 manual [9]
envelope table, we were not able to store the required the pitches at which the original notes were sampled.
table of normalization values. The manual states that the piano waveform was sampled

Because of these restrictions, we have implemented at various pitches, each pitch covering a certain range
Eq. (5), that is, we proceeded without normalization, of the keyboard pitches. We examined the shape of the
instead of Eq. (7). In the absence of normalization it piano waveform across the keyboard and determined
was necessary to control the amplitude of the synthesized that there were actually 12 ranges of pitches having
AFM waveform so that it did not exceed the maximum the same waveform: lower keys to Fl, F# 1 to C2, C#2

allowed by the length of the binary word used, namely, to F#2, G2 to A#2, B2 to D3, D#3 to F#3, G3 to
16 bits. A scaling factor was thus used to control the A3, A#3 to D4, D#4 to G#4, A4 to D5, D#5 to F#5,
amplitude. The value of the scaling factor was adjusted and G5 to upper keys. The pitch we used, A3, was
by trial and error so that the peak amplitude of the from the range of G3 to A3, and thus the original sam-
waveform did not exceed the maximum limit of the pled pitch was very close or identical to the A3 pitch.
digital-to-analog converter. The other instruments we used were sampled at only

The flowchart algorithm for one AFM operator is one pitch for the entire keyboard range. Yamaha was

shown in Fig. 2. The variables, such as qb,om, qb,%,and not able to give us the original sampled pitch. However,
the temporary variables are declared as memory lo- we found that this does not really matter for the purposes
cations in the DSP. The purpose of the phase variables

qb,om and qb_c is to simulate t (time) in the real-time

synthesis. The temporary variables TEMP_ A, TEMP_ B, S(_ _ 0c°l_= ITEMP_C, and TEMP _ D store the various intermediate 0c0,,+ Aq_0_,

values of the computation. TEMP_ E stores the final 00_= 0 V
value to be converted by the digital-to-analog (D/A) q_= 0 Lookupsinetablefor [sin( 0 Un)
converter. For the second AFM operator, another set andstoreresultinto Iof qb,omand qb,%is needed. Real-time calculation of the TEMP_A
second AFM operator is done immediately following [ TEMPB= I
that for the first AFM operator, that is, serially. The ] TEMP_A* (I/2)(r+l/r) I
outputs of both AFMoperatorsare addedand the final

value is sent to the D/A converter. After this, the whole TEMP_B

process repeats continuouslyuntil we stop it through

the control program of the host computer. Lookupsinetablefor
TOsynthesizethe waveformof a musicalinstrument, sinl 0w I

the spectrum of the instrument to be synthesized is first _mdstoreresult into

obtained from its sampled waveform using a fast Fourier TEMP_C

transform (FFT) spectrum analyzer. After the analysis, Lookup_osinetablefor
the AFM parameters were chosen for which the syn- CO_(0_Om)
thesized AFM waveformwouldhave the closest spec- andmultiplyresultwith

(1/2) (r- l/r)

trumtotherealsample.
Look up exponential table for

4 REAL-TIME AFM SYNTHESIS OF MUSICAL exp[(l/2) (l-l/r)eos((_fOm)]
and multiply result with

INSTRUMENTS TEMPC an0 store result into
TEMPD

For the musical instruments to be synthesized, i'

waveformsfrom the YamahaSY-77 synthesizer's TEMP_D*Amplitude[sampled waveform banks were used to determine the

spectral characteristics of the target instruments. The / PUtDigitalTEMPtoAnalogEinto /
SY-77'S waveform banks contain sampled waveforms / Converter /
of real musical instruments; so they were suitable rep-

resentations of the instruments which were to be syn- Fig. 2. Asymmetrical frequency modulation (AFM) algorithm
thesized. We note that between the waveforms of the flowchart for one AFM operator.
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of our experiments, since if we had used the original panying each spectrum plot lists the values of the pa-

pitch, the synthesis could have been performed in the rameters used for each of the operators for both the
same way. FM and the AFM waveforms.The parameterslisted

Once the spectral components had been determined, are A, lc, fro, I, and r (only for AFM), with the appro-
an attempt could then be made to reproduce it by AFM priate subscript to indicate which of the two operators
synthesis. Each attempt at AFM synthesis used at most is referred to.
only two AFM operators. In some cases one AFM op-
erator sufficed and the other operator was either an FM 4.1 Piano
operator or a sine wave. For comparison, an attempt Fig. 3 shows our attempt to synthesize the spectrum
was also made to synthesize each instrument with not of the piano note A3. Here we have used one AFM
more than two FM operators, operator to generate the fundamental frequency 440.0

For each instrument being synthesized, the AFM and Hz, the third and fifth harmonics. The second, fourth,
FM parameters that give the synthesized spectral com- and sixth harmonics were generated by another AFM
ponents closest to that of the original SY-77 sample operator. The first AFM operator has r equal to 1.0,
were determined. The final AFM and FM synthesized that is, the special case of AFM which makes it equiv-
real-time waveforms that were generated by the alent to an FM operator. This is an example of mixed

DSP56000 were analyzed by the FFT spectrum analyzer. FM and AFM operators. The amplitude of each operator
The spectrum plot for each instrument compares the is controlled individual!y so that the synthesized spec-
spectra for FM and AFM synthesis with the spectrum trum has the closest match to that of the real instrument.
of the SY-77 sampled waveform. The table accom- In Fig. 3(b), where two FM operators were simply

Parameters Attack Attack Attack to Sustain
(FM) (AFM) Sustain (AFM)

(AFM)
A_ (%) 100 100 100 100

f,_ (Hz) 440.0 440.0 440.0 440.0
fml(Hz) 880.0 880.0 880.0 880.0
I_ 1.200 2.200 2.360 1.650
n 1.000 1.000 1.000

A= (%) 40 22 23 18
f,2(Hz) 880.0 880.0 880.0 880.0
f_ (Hz) 880.0 880.0 880.0 880.0
h 1.100 0.700 0.800 0.000
r2 2.700 1.000 1.000

(a)

111 t0.9 0.9-

[] AFM Synthesis [] AFM/FM Synthesis
0.8 0.8-

_'0.7_l_l · FMSynthesis '_ 0.7-

0.6 _o8-.:
lib T 0.5--

-o ;
0.4-:.

0.3-_1 I _ 0.35

 0:!n, , , 0 0 -0
g o g g g g g g g g g
o o c_ o c? o o q o o o

6 g g g g o g

Frequency (Hz) Frequency (Hz)

(b) (c)
1-

0.9-. · SY77Sample I

0'8- _ ,[7] AFM/FM Synthesis I
_0.7-

0.6-
T0.5-

0.4-,.=_

_- 0.3-:

0.2-

0.1_

o-
440.000 880.000 1320.000

Frequency (Hz)

(d)

Fig. 3. Piano A3. (a) Synthesis parameters. (b) Attack spectra. (c) Attack-to-sustain spectra. (d) Sustain spectra.
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added together, we were not able to increase the sixth ./ccand the modulator frequencyfm set to 440.0 Hz.

harmonic without either increasing the second and fourth Here we have used the parameter r of AFM to shift

harmonics or introducing higher harmonics. We were the power of the harmonics to the left (r - 0.68 <
therefore forced to have a very small sixth harmonic, 1.0) to achieve a spectrum that is very close to that of

which affects the timbre of the sound we want to gen- the real sample, that is, the amplitudes of the 1760.0-

erate. With AFM operators, however, we were able to and 1320.0-Hz frequency components have diminished

overcome this problem with the use of the parameter and the amplitudes of the 440.0-Hz frequency com-

r, which was set to 2.7. The value of r here, which is ponent has increased. The sine-wave generator is not

more than 1.0, allowed a shift in power from the lower changed so that the first harmonic did not change in

harmonics (namely, 880.0 and 1320.0 Hz) to the higher amplitude.

harmonics. This raised the amplitude of the 2200.0- If, however, r = 1.0, that is, AFM becomes FM,

Hz frequency component slightly and the amplitude of the spectrum generated is very different from the real

the 2640.0-Hz frequency component (that is, the sixth sample. The 440.0-Hz frequency component becomes

harmonic of this spectrum) to more than double as only half that of the real sample and the 1320.0-Hz

compared to when r was 1.0. frequency component becomes very large as compared

For the attack-to-sustain portion [Fig. 3(c)] and the to that of the real sample.
sustain portion [Fig. 3(d)] of the piano note, the values

of r for the AFM operators were set to 1.0, that is, the 4.3 Soft Saxophone

AFM operators effectively became FM operators. The The soft saxophone spectrum (Fig. 5) was also gen-

spectra for these portions are much simpler than the erated by one AFM operator and a sine-wave generator.
attack portion, so the FM method alone is able to syn- The AFM operator was set to generate all five harmonics

thesize these spectra effectively, and the sine-wave generator was set to enhance the

fifth harmonic (2200 Hz). The r parameter was set to

4.2 Pipe Organ 2.0 and was used to shift some of the power of the

The pipe organ (Fig. 4) was found to be one of the harmonics to the right, that is, decreasing the amplitude

easier instruments to synthesize. Here only one AFM of the 440.0-Hz frequency component and increasing

operator and a sine-wave generator were used. The the amplitudes of the 880.0-, 1320.0-, and 1760.0-Hz

AFM operator was used to generate the second, fourth, frequency components, making the synthesized spec-

sixth, and eighth harmonics, while the sine-wave gen- trum a good match to that of the real sample.

erator was set to the first harmonic. The sine-wave If an FM operator were used instead of the AFM

generator was necessary because both the AFM and operator to generate the soft saxophone spectrum [Fig.
FM operators were not able to generate the 220.0-Hz 5(b)], the amplitude of the 440.0-Hz frequency eom-

frequency component with both the carrier frequency

Parameters FM AFM

Parameters FM AFM A_(%) 100 100
A_(%) 100 100 f,, (Hz) 440.0 440.0
£, (Hz) 440.0 440.0 f_, (Hz) 440.0 440.0
frei(Hz) 440.0 440.0 h 1.050 1.050
h 1.700 1.700 r_ 2.000
n 0.680 A2(%) 30 30
A2 (%) 8 8 f,2(Hz) 2200.0 2200.0
fa (Hz) 220.0 220.0 f_2(Hz) 0.0 0.0
fro2(Hz) 0.0 0.0 h 0.000 0.000
12 0.000 0.000 r2 1.000

r2 1.000 (a)

(a) 1 i_I · sY77sample]

1 0.9-- _:_ [] AFM Synthesis

0.8- [] AFM Synthesis _0.7: [] FM Synthesis

'_0.7- [] FM Synthesis _ 0.6_

l)_o._- _o._

,04h J  °1!111E 0.3- 0.2_ ,_
0.2- 0.1 *_

0,.11 0 i i i

0 ....... § § § °o° o
oog oog oo°o °o °o _ o _ _ oo
o o o q o o q q co _ _ r_

o_<:5...._ o o _ _<5 _° r,,.° Frequency(Hz)

Frequency (Hz) (b)

(b)
Fig. 5. Soft saxophone A3. (a) Synthesis parameters. (b)

Fig. 4. Pipe organ A3. (a) Synthesis parameters. (b) Spectra. Spectra.
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ponent would be higher than that of the real sample the 880.0-Hz frequency component would have been
and the amplitudes of the higher harmonics (such as very small and the amplitudes of the 1320.0-, 1760.0-,
880 Hz and higher) would not be enough to match that and 2200.0-Hz frequency components would have been

of the real sample. The sine-wave generator was also very large as compared to those of the real sample.
used in the FM operator case to enhance the fifth har- The parameter r, which was set to 0.885, that is, less

monic (2200.0 Hz). than 1.0, shifted the power of the higher harmonics
down to the lower harmonics.

4.4 Harp The attack-to-sustainportion of the harp A3 note
Fig. 6 shows the results for the harp. The attack [Fig. 6(c)] was generated similarly with mixed FM and

portion of the harp A3 note spectrum in Fig. 6(b) was AFM operators. Here the parameter r of the first AFM

generated by two AFM operators. The first AFM op- operator was still set to 0.885. The second AFM op-
erator was used for all the harmonics while the second erator, which has r = 1.0, that is, AFM becomes FM,
AFM operator at negative amplitude corrected the am- has a different modulation index (I = 1.3) to correct
plitudes of the second, fourth, and sixth harmonics the amplitudes of the second, fourth, and sixth har-

generated by the first operator. The second AFM op- monics of the first AFM operator. The parameter r of
erator had r equal to 1.0, that is, it was effectively an the first AFM operator, which was 0.885, that is, less

FM operator. This is another example of mixed FM than 1.0, has shifted the power of the higher harmonics
and AFM synthesis operators, down to the lower harmonics. If only FM operators

If we used only the FM operators, the amplitudes of were used, the higher harmonics would be too large

Parameters Attack Attack Atutck-to- Attack-to- Sustain

(FM) (AFM) Sustain Sustain (AFM)

(FM) (AFM)
A1(%) 100 100 100 100 100

fd (Hz) 440.0 440.0 440.0 440.0 440.0

f=](Hz) 440.0 440.0 440.0 440.0 440.0
It 3.800 3.800 3.800 3.800 1.100

n 0.885 0.885 1.000

A2(%) -75 -75 -60 -60 -25

f,2(Hz) 880.0 880.0 880.0 880.0 880.0
f=2(Hz) 880.0 880.0 880.0 880.0 880.0

I2 1.100 1.100 1.300 1.300 0.000

r2 1.000 1.000 1.000

(a)
l- 1.

09- · SY77 Sample · SY77 Sample ]

0.9._ ]

0.8- E] AFM Synthesis 0.8- ,ITl AFM/FM Synthesis

_0.7- [] FMSynthesis _0.7- · FMSynthesis

_0.6- _r0.6-

_o_ _0_-
_04 _o4_

0.2- 0.2-z

0.1- 0.1J

O- Oi , , _ i ,II-_

g o° oo g g g g g o° g g o°

Frequency(Hz) Frequency(Hz}

(b) (c)
1

0.9- · SY77 Sample

0,8- [] AFM/FM Synthesis

_0.7-

70.6-

T0.5-
0.4-

0.3-
0.2-

0.1-

0-
440.000 880.000 1320.000

Frequency (Hz)

(d)

Fig. 6. Harp A3. (a) Synthesis parameters. (b) Attack spectra. (c) Attack-to-sustain spectra. (d) Sustain spectra.
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compared to those of the real sample. [The FM spectrum possible. We hope to investigate this further when we
in Fig. 6(c) was generated by an FM spectrum generation have acquired a DSP96000 system for the Macintosh.
program.]
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